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Thrillers and the Supernatural

What lies just beyond the dark? Tonight, Friday the 13th, SCFF
will showcase films dealing with death and the supernatural.
Following the films, will be a live panel discussion about the veil
between reality and the fantastical lead by historian and writer
Herb Boyd.

Ghosted

"Made in collaboration with former students of University of
Alabama, GHOSTED is a short film set in Alabama that tells
the story of a gas station attendant who is goaded by her
best friend to take extreme measures to return a wallet to a
customer."
 
Director - Marquette Jones

Marquette Jones, right, works on the set of
"Ghosted." (Photo by Angela "AJ" Evans)

Dead Mirror Suite

An Abstract Psychological Thriller detailing the journey of Norah
Heart who finds herself trapped in a never ending nightmare
after committing suicide. She now lingers in the afterlife
searching for her final resting place. This surreal existentialist
short art film.

Director - Ace Fillmore
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Midnight Movie: Magnum Opus

In his quest for the perfect sculpture, aiming to reproduce the 
human body and especially the flesh, Slim, a sculptor, will go as
far as kill to create the perfect exposure, the perfect mix
between pulp and clay.

Director Biography - Myriam Khammassi
 
After starting a career in communication and webmarketing,
I decided to follow my dreams and become a filmmaker.
Writing and directing movies is like giving birth, it's all about
magic!

SCFF

Email: info@sabirafilmfest.org
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